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Abstract
Purpose of Review Microrobotic swarms have attracted extensive attentions due to their potential in medical and bioen-
gineering applications. Because of the small sizes of swarm agents, integrating actuators, sensors, and control circuits are 
difficult. Microrobotic swarms in different fluid environments should be actuated and navigated by external physical fields, 
chemical fuels, and biological power. Magnetic fields have advantages, including real-time control, programmability, and 
high penetrability, and thus they are widely used to actuate magnetic microrobotic swarms. This review summarizes the 
recent remarkable progress in the magnetic actuation and navigation of magnetic microrobotic swarms.
Recent Findings After development and evolution, the design of magnetic agents, and techniques of magnetic actuation and 
automatic control are now in place. Magnetic microrobotic swarms formed by different agents have been proposed, such as 
nanoparticles, artificial bacterial flagella, and bacteria. By tuning the applied fields, the morphology, orientation, and posi-
tion of swarms can be adjusted on demand. Reconfigurability and motion dexterity are endowed to the microrobotic swarms.
Summary The wireless magnetic actuation systems for microrobotic swarms are introduced, and the characteristics of 
microrobotic swarms actuated by different customized magnetic fields are described, such as rotating, oscillating, and hybrid 
fields. The results show that the swarm intelligence has been enhanced. Finally, the current challenges and opportunities in 
this field are discussed. The developments in materials, actuation methods, control strategies, and imaging modalities will 
transform the magnetic microrobotic swarms from lab to practical clinic.

Keywords Hybrid field · Magnetic actuation · Magnetic field · Microrobotic swarms · Oscillating field · Rotating field

Introduction

Over the past decade, there has been an increasing interest 
in microrobotic swarms at small scales [1]. The swarms are 
formed by thousands or even millions of small individual 
agents [2]. Tasks that are challenging for single agent can 
be accomplished by swarms collectively, such as targeted 
delivery and hyperthermia [3]. The imaging contrast is 
enhanced by using the swarms, benefiting the image-guided 
navigation and manipulation [4]. The swarms also have high 

environmental adaptability by regulating their morphology 
in response to environmental stimuli [5].

Due to the small sizes of agents, the traditional internal 
energy storage devices cannot be integrated, and external 
physical fields have been used to energize the agents wire-
lessly, such as magnetic fields, optical fields, acoustic fields, 
and electric fields [6, 7]. Chemical fuels and biological 
power are also exploited to propel the swarms [8]. Magnetic 
fields serving as one of the actuation methods can control 
the agents in real time, and the dexterous and precise control 
capabilities are endowed to the microrobotic swarms [1]. 
Meanwhile, the magnetic fields cause negligible effects on 
human bodies and can penetrate deep tissues, which further 
expand the applications of microrobotic swarms.

Recently, the microrobotic swarms driven by magnetic 
fields have been investigated in different aspects, rang-
ing from the design of actuation methods and motion 
control algorithms to biomedical applications [9–11]. 
Using biocompatible and biodegradable materials, the 
cytotoxicity of swarms is reduced. By tuning parameters 
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of the applied magnetic fields, the swarm patterns are 
adjusted for adapting tortuous environments, and thus, 
hard-to-reach regions are accessible [12]. With effec-
tive automatic control methods, the swarms can be 
propelled to move following desired trajectories [13]. 
Different imaging modalities, such as magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) [14], fluorescence imaging [15], 
and ultrasound imaging (US) [16], allow the swarms to 
be detected in vivo, and biomedical applications can be 
accomplished [3].

This review presents the recent progress of microro-
botic swarms energized by magnetic fields. The magnetic 
actuation systems for microrobotic swarms are intro-
duced. Then, we focus on the characteristics of swarms 
actuated by different magnetic fields, such as rotating, 
oscillating, and hybrid fields. Finally, we present the 
existing challenges and future opportunities of micro-
robotic swarms.

Magnetic Actuation

The magnetic fields have been widely employed as exter-
nal power sources for actuating the microrobotic swarms. 
Herein, the mechanisms of the magnetic actuation are 
discussed, and different magnetic actuation systems are 
presented.

Magnetic Actuation Mechanisms

When the magnetic agents are placed in the external mag-
netic fields, the magnetic torque τ or magnetic force F will 
be imparted on them as [17, 18•]

where m is the magnetic moment of the agents and B 
is the magnetic flux density at the position of the agents. 
If the external magnetic fields are uniform, the agents 
will experience a magnetic torque when their easy mag-
netization axis are not aligned with the field direction. 
Therefore, the agents will rotate homogeneously, con-
verting the magnetic energy to kinetic energy. When the 
magnetic agents are subject to a magnetic field gradient, 
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they will be attracted to a region with high magnetic flux 
density by the magnetic force, which is influenced by 
multiple factors, including the magnetization and size of 
the agents, and the gradient of the fields.

Magnetic Actuation Systems

The magnetic actuation systems consisting of electromag-
netic coils and permanent magnets have been investigated 
for generating uniform and gradient fields. The mag-
netic fields generated by the electromagnetic coils can be 
adjusted quickly, such as the magnitude and direction [19]. 
Meanwhile, magnetic fields in any direction can be real-
ized based on the superposition of fields from different 
coils. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the Helmholtz coil is com-
posed of three pairs of coaxial coils, where the currents 
flowing in coaxial coils have the same handedness. The 
generated fields at the center of the Helmholtz coil are 
almost uniform, and thus, the Helmholtz coil is suitable 
for magnetic torque control [20]. Apart from the static 
coils, the actuation system consisting of three mobile elec-
tromagnetic coils has been developed, named RoboMag 
(Fig. 1(b)) [21]. The working space of the mobile coils was 
larger than that of static coils as the position of the swarms 
can be tracked, and the collision among the three coils was 
avoided with optimization algorithms.

By considering permanent magnets as the source of 
magnetic fields, the actuation systems can provide large 
working space and high field strength [19]. A 50-mm-
diameter sphere permanent magnet was used to gather 
magnetic nanoparticles into microrobotic swarms, which 
were navigated in a porcine coronary artery with flow-
ing blood [22•]. The permanent magnets were also inte-
grated into a rotational platform for actuating swarms, 
as shown in Fig. 1(c) [23]. The vibration was reduced 
by containing the magnets in a 3D-printed case. Mean-
while, the magnet arrays have been developed with dis-
crete ferromagnets and wood jigs, which were operated 
wirelessly using a motorized platform (Fig. 1(d)) [24]. 
The desired magnetic potential energy maps were gener-
ated by adjusting the external magnet arrays, and thus, 
the magnetic agents distributed on the fluid–air interface 
can be attracted to the convergent fields, forming swarms 
with specific patterns.

Although some magnetic actuation systems have been 
developed, the actuation for microrobotic swarms in deep 
regions still is a challenge, as the field strength and gradi-
ent attenuate rapidly with the distance [25]. In this case, 
the external electromagnets and current in coils should 
be larger, where the cooling systems are required to dis-
sipate the heat.
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Magnetic Fields for Actuating Microrobotic 
Swarms

Gradient Fields

Gradient fields are the inhomogeneous fields where the 
field strength varies with position, as shown in Fig. 2(a). 
When magnetic agents are placed in the gradient fields, 
they will be forced to move by the magnetic force. The 
gradient fields have been used to separate the microparti-
cles of 0.2 μm and 1 μm in sizes in fluids [26]. The parti-
cles of 0.2 μm represented by green fluorescence moved to 
lower outlets of a microchannel, while the larger particles 
(1 μm) labeled by red color were mainly concentrated at 
the upper outlets (Fig. 2(b)). In de-ionized water, the iron 
oxide nanoparticles have been assembled into chain-like 
structures by applying an external gradient field (Fig. 2(c)) 

[27]. Meanwhile, Hwang et al. gathered the magnetic nan-
oparticles into a microrobotic swarm using a permanent 
magnet [28]. The suspended nanoparticles were attracted 
into the swarm by controlling the swarm to move follow-
ing a preprogrammed trajectory, as shown in Fig. 2(d). 
Furthermore, multiple magnets can be programmed to gen-
erate desired magnetic potential energy maps spatially and 
temporally. Dong et al. realized static and time-varying 
generation of microrobotic swarms by programming the 
external magnetic force distribution [24]. The swarms had 
the capability of passing through tortuous environments by 
changing the morphology adaptively, and meanwhile, non-
magnetic objects with different shapes can be transported 
with suitable swarm patterns (Fig. 2(e)). Apart from the 
swarms consisting of artificial magnetic agents, the living 
organisms can also be assembled into swarms. Lanauze 
et al. achieved the aggregation of magnetotactic bacteria 

Fig. 1  Magnetic actuation 
systems. a Static Helmholtz 
coil. b Mobile electromag-
netic coils with robotic arms. 
Adapted with permission from 
[21].  Copyright 2020 IEEE. c 
Rotational permanent magnets. 
Adapted with permission from 
[23]. Copyright 2021 IEEE. 
d Permanent magnet arrays. 
Adapted with permission from 
[24]. Copyright 2020 SAGE
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MC-1 (MTB) based on the internal iron oxide nanoparti-
cle chains [29]. When adjusting the magnetic field lines 
toward a convergence point in space, the moving direc-
tion of the bacteria would align with the field lines and 
the flagella will propel them to the convergence regions. 
Therefore, the MTB swarms can move to different parts of 
a Petri dish in a controlled manner (Fig. 2(f)).

Rotating Fields

Rotating field is a controllable homogeneous magnetic field 
with time-varying field direction (Fig. 3(a)). The agents in 
the rotating fields will experience a magnetic torque that 
attempts to align their magnetic components with the field 
lines, inducing the rotation motion [18•]. As shown in 
Fig. 3(b), Janus particles have been assembled into a swarm 
by applying the rotating magnetic fields [30]. Using the 
same fields, Yu et al. investigated the generation and loco-
motion of vortex-like microrobotic swarms consisting of 

paramagnetic nanoparticles [31]. When the distance between 
two independent swarms was less than a critical value, 
coaxial rotation and merging of the two swarms were trig-
gered (Fig. 3(c)). Meanwhile, the vortex-like swarms can be 
navigated from the left original reservoir to the right target 
reservoir by passing through a confined channel. Apart from 
the spherical agents, the nanoparticles with other shapes also 
have been investigated for generating microrobotic swarms. 
As shown in Fig. 3(d), circular swarms formed by peanut-
shaped hematite colloidal particles have been reported using 
the external rotating fields [32]. It is demonstrated that the 
swarms can be controlled to move following a desired trajec-
tory, and a non-magnetic microsphere can be manipulated 
by the swarms collectively.

In addition, the screw-like artificial bacterial flagella 
(ABFs) also have been investigated for generating micro-
robotic swarms. Actuated by the rotating fields, the rotat-
ing motion along the longitudinal axis of the ABFs will be 
triggered, inducing movement of the ABFs. Microrobotic 

Fig. 2  Microrobotic swarms driven by gradient fields. a The sche-
matic illustration of a gradient field. b Separation of nanoscale par-
ticles. The green and red fluorescence indicate the microparticles of 
0.2 μm and 1 μm in sizes, respectively. Adapted with permission from 
[26].  Copyright 2021 The Royal Society of Chemistry. c Formation 
of chain-like structures. Adapted with permission from [27]. Copy-

right 2008 AIP. d Aggregation and locomotion of a circular swarm 
using a permanent magnet. Adapted with permission from [28]. 
Copyright 2019 AAAS. e Collective navigation and cargo transpor-
tation of microrobotic swarms. Adapted with permission from [24]. 
Copyright 2020 SAGE. f Locomotion of MTB swarms in a Petri dish. 
Adapted with permission from [29]. Copyright 2014 SAGE
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swarms consisting of ABFs have been reported with the 
capability of swimming within an intraperitoneal cav-
ity of mice [33]. Wang et al. fabricated surface-modified 
ABFs with different wettabilities, resulting in the change 
of step-out frequency (Fig. 3(e)) [34]. Specifically, when 
the surfaces of ABFs were hydrophobic, the step-out fre-
quencies and maximum forward speed were larger compared 
with that of ABFs with hydrophilic surfaces. Therefore, by 
adjusting the frequency of the applied rotating fields, the 
swarms can be manipulated to move into different branches 
of a Y-shaped microchannel. Meanwhile, the microrobotic 
swarms have been formed at the fluid–air interface apart 
from the fluid–fluid environments. As shown in Fig. 3(f), 
the magnetic propellers were actuated to move upward and 

reached the fluid–air interface, generating a circular swarm 
with a boundary [35].

The rotating fields with changed field strength also 
have been investigated. Yu et al. reported the microrobotic 
swarms formed actuated by an elliptical rotating field, where 
the field strength changed periodically [36••]. With the 
applied elliptical rotating fields, the swarms shirked along 
the long axis of the field and elongated along the perpen-
dicular direction, forming an elliptical pattern (Fig. 3(g)). 
The elliptical swarms can be transformed back to vortex-like 
swarms by adjusting the elliptical fields to the circular rotat-
ing fields. In addition, the rotating fields with two angles, 
a precession angle and a tilt angle, have been developed, 
named precessing fields [37]. Using the precessing fields, 

Fig. 3  Microrobotic swarms driven by rotating fields. a The sche-
matic illustration of a rotating field. b A circular swarm formed by 
Janus particles. Adapted with permission from [30]. Copyright 2015 
Wiley–VCH GmbH. c Merging of vortex-like swarms and navi-
gation of the swarm in a curved channel. Adapted with permission 
from [31]. Copyright 2018 SAGE. d Swarm formation using peanut-
shaped agents and cargo manipulation using the swarms. Adapted 
with permission from [32]. Copyright 2019 AAAS. e Artificial bac-
terial flagella swarms moving into different branches of a Y-shaped 

microchannel. Adapted with permission from [34]. Copyright 2018 
American Chemical Society. f A circular swarm at the fluid–air inter-
face. Adapted with permission from [35]. Copyright 2017 IOP. g 
Reconfiguration between elliptical swarms and vortex-like swarms. 
Adapted with permission from [36••]. Copyright 2021 IEEE. h 
Navigation of microrobotic swarms actuated by precessing magnetic 
fields. Adapted with permission from [37]. Copyright 2020 The 
Royal Society of Chemistry
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the microparticle chains in swarms were actuated to rotate 
around the precession axis [37]. By tuning the tilt angle and 
the precession angle, the swarms shown different locomo-
tion behaviors with trochoidal trajectories, and the trajectory 
tracking of the swarms can be achieved (Fig. 3(h)). Using the 
same precessing fields, the dynamic assembly of magnetic 
droplets containing microparticle chains was accomplished 
at the fluid–air interface [38]. The expansion and shrinking 
of the swarms were accomplished, and the swarms had the 
capability of moving with cargoes. Meanwhile, the peanut-
shaped microparticles were energized to tumble by applying 
the precessing fields, forming ribbon-like swarms subjected 
to hydrodynamic and magnetic interactions [32]. Multiple 
microspheres were manipulated by the swarms in a large 
area synchronously.

Oscillating Fields

The oscillating magnetic fields are programmed with peri-
odical change of field strength or direction. The 1-D oscil-
lating magnetic field is shown in Fig. 4(a), whose field 
strength changes along one direction. Using the 1-D oscil-
lating field, a snake-like microrobotic swarm was formed at 
the fluid–air interface with the capability of swimming on a 
straight line (Fig. 4(b)) [39]. The 2-D oscillating magnetic 
field is designed in a plane with simultaneously changed 
field strength and direction, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Between 
two immiscible liquids, i.e., the deep saturated solution 
of  Na2SO4 in water and silicone oil, nickel microparticles 
were assembled into aster-like swarms by applying the 2-D 
oscillating fields [40]. It is demonstrated that the size of the 

Fig. 4  Microrobotic swarms driven by oscillating fields. a The sche-
matic illustration of a 1-D oscillating field. b A snake-like swarm 
moving at the fluid–air surface actuated by the 1-D oscillating fields. 
Adapted with permission from [39].  Copyright 2009 APS. c The 
schematic illustration of a 2-D oscillating field. d Elongation, shrink-
ing, and locomotion of ribbon-like swarms actuated by the 2-D 
oscillating fields. Adapted with permission from [41]. Copyright 
2018 Springer Nature. e Pattern reconfiguration of nanorod swarms 
compared with nanoparticle swarms actuated by the 2-D oscillating 

fields. Adapted with permission from [42]. Copyright 2021 American 
Chemical Society. f The schematic illustration of a 3-D oscillating 
field. g Locomotion of a carpet-like swarm actuated by the 3-D oscil-
lating fields. Adapted with permission from [43]. Copyright 2019 
Springer Nature. h Swarm spreading actuated by the 3-D oscillating 
fields. Adapted with permission from [44]. Copyright 2020 Elsevier. i 
Pattern transformation between a ribbon-like swarm and a vortex-like 
swarm for passing through a narrow channel. Adapted with permis-
sion from [45]. Copyright 2021 Wiley–VCH GmbH
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swarms increased when the applied frequency decreased. 
Yu et al. showed the reversible elongation and shrinking of 
ribbon-like swarms consisting of nanoparticles driven by 
the 2-D oscillating fields (Fig. 4(d)) [41]. Locomotion of the 
swarms was induced when the field plane tilted a small pitch 
angle to the substrate, and splitting of the swarms can be 
triggered on-demand. Using the same 2-D oscillating fields, 
a swarm of nickel nanorods was proposed and compared 
with the ribbon-like swarms formed by spherical nanopar-
ticles [42]. When the field ratio was increased, the nanorod 
swarms were elongated while the aspect ratios of the nano-
particle swarms were reduced (Fig. 4(e)). Furthermore, 
the 3-D oscillating magnetic field is created by the com-
bination of rotating fields and oscillating fields (Fig. 4(f)). 
Massana et al. investigated the generation and movement 
of carpet-like swarms formed by colloidal rollers using a 
3-D oscillating field [43]. As the agents were coupled to the 
substrate, the rotational motion was transformed into trans-
lation, endowing the locomotion capability to the swarms 
(Fig. 4(g)). Apart from gathering, it is also demonstrated 
that the 3-D oscillating field can be designed to disassemble 

and spread the microrobotic swarms based on hydrodynamic 
drag and magnetic interactions (Fig. 4(h)) [44]. Meanwhile, 
the microrobotic swarms have the reconfiguration capabil-
ity by switching the applied fields. When moving in a con-
fined environment and encountering a narrow channel, the 
vortex-like swarm was transformed to a ribbon-like swarm 
to adapt to the environment by changing the rotating fields 
to oscillating fields (Fig. 4(i)) [45]. After passing the nar-
row region, the swarm pattern was transformed back to the 
circular shape for smooth steering motion. 

Hybrid Fields

The hybrid fields are the combination of magnetic fields 
and other fields, such as optical fields and acoustic 
fields. One of the power sources always is used to induce 
the swarm generation, and another power for locomo-
tion and reconfiguration according to task requirements. 
As shown in Fig. 5(a), paramagnetic nanoparticles were 
energized by the magnetic fields, forming a microrobotic 
swarm on the substrate, and then, the swarm swirled up 

Fig. 5  Microrobotic swarms driven by hybrid fields. a A tornado-
like swarm actuated by magnetic and optical fields. Adapted with 
permission from [46].  Copyright 2020 American Chemical Soci-
ety. b Formation and locomotion of polymer microparticles driven 
by magnetic and optical fields. Adapted with permission from [47]. 
Copyright 2013 AAAS. c Assembly of magnetic microparticles and 
swarm locomotion actuated by magnetic and acoustic fields. The 
right image shows the disassembly of swarms when turning off the 

magnetic field. Adapted with permission from [48]. Copyright 2017 
Springer Nature. d Microrobotic swarms actuated by magnetic and 
acoustic fields. The left image shows the movement of the agents in 
blood, where the blue and red lines are the trajectories of the agents 
by applying magnetic fields and acoustic fields, respectively. The 
right three images show the formation and locomotion of the swarms 
driven by hybrid fields. Adapted with permission from [49]. Copy-
right 2015 American Chemical Society
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and was transformed into a tornado-like swarm with 
exposure to light [46]. Palacci et al. realized the forma-
tion of swarms consisting of photoactivated colloidal 
particles when a blue light was turned on (Fig.  5(b)) 
[47]. After the magnetic fields were applied, the swarms 
were propelled to move following the direction of the 
magnetic field with stable patterns (Fig. 5(b)), and the 
swarms dissolved when only magnetic fields was applied. 
Furthermore, the combination of magnetic and acoustic 
fields also has been investigated for actuating the micro-
robotic swarms. Ahmed et al. reported the aggregation 
of superparamagnetic particles with the applied mag-
netic fields [48], and rolling motion of the swarms near 
and far away from the boundaries by using the acoustic 
fields (Fig. 5(c)). It is also demonstrated that the swarms 
disassociated without the magnetic fields (Fig.  5(c)). 
Combined with magnetic and acoustic fields, the agents 
containing a helical structure and a nanorod were also 
actuated in blood (Fig. 5(d)) [49]. Directional motion of 
the swarms was observed when the acoustic fields were 
turned off, and the swarms were reformed after applying 
the acoustic fields again (Fig. 5(d)).

Despite the remarkable achievements of microrobotic 
swarms driven by magnetic fields, the swarm intelligence 
should be enhanced for expanding working dimensions. 

The design of magnetic agents, formation of swarms, 
and magnetic actuation systems are required to be further 
investigated.

Conclusion

To date, the research progress of magnetic microrobotic 
swarms has demonstrated that they can perform complex 
missions efficiently. This review summarizes the recent 
developments of microrobotic swarms driven by magnetic 
fields in fluid suspensions. Different wireless magnetic actu-
ation systems are introduced. The swarms actuated by dif-
ferent magnetic fields are summarized, as shown in Table 1. 
The swarms have been endowed with different capabilities, 
such as active locomotion, pattern reconfiguration, and 
image-guided navigation. However, there are still restric-
tions hindering the further applications of microrobotic 
swarms, and breakthroughs are required.

Aiming at potential biomedical applications, the precisely 
controlled locomotion of microrobotic swarms in biological 
fluids is needed [50]. Physical features of bio-fluids, such as 
macromolecules and environmental boundaries, will influ-
ence swarm behaviors, and they shall be taken into account 
when the swarm actuation method is designed [51]. Another 

Table 1  Summary of microrobotic swarms driven by magnetic fields

Magnetic field types Agents Patterns Environments Refs

Gradient field Iron oxide magnetic nanoparticles Chain-like shape Fluid [27]
Iron oxide magnetic nanoparticles Circular shape Fluid [28]
Neodymium–iron–boron alloy microparticles Designed shapes Fluid–air interface [24]
Magnetotactic bacteria No specific shape Fluid [29]

Rotating field Janus particles Circular shape Fluid [30]
Paramagnetic nanoparticles Vortex-like shape Fluid [31]
Peanut-shaped hematite colloidal particles Vortex-like shape,

Ribbon-like shape
Fluid [32]

Artificial bacterial flagella No specific shape Fluid [33]
Helical micropropellers Circular shape Fluid–air interface [35]
Paramagnetic nanoparticles Elliptical shape Fluid [36••]
Paramagnetic microparticles No specific shape Fluid [37]
Droplets containing microparticles No specific shape Fluid–air interface [38]

Oscillating field Sphere nickel microparticles Snake-like shape Fluid–air interface [39]
Ferromagnetic colloidal particles Aster-like shape Fluid–fluid interface [40]
Paramagnetic nanoparticles Ribbon-like shape Fluid [41]
Nickel nanorods Ribbon-like shape Fluid [42]
Colloidal particles Carpet-like shape Fluid [43]

Hybrid field Paramagnetic nanoparticles Tornado-like shape Fluid [46]
Colloidal particles No specific shape Fluid [47]
Superparamagnetic particles Circular shape Fluid [48]
Agents containing Au nanorod and Ni coated heli-

cal structure
No specific shape Fluid [49]
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key issue that should be solved is the actuation and naviga-
tion of microrobotic swarms in 3-D environments, in order 
to guarantee the controllable mobility in in vivo environ-
ments. The influences of gravity forces on the generation 
and locomotion of swarms should be overcome. In addi-
tion, cytotoxicity of the microrobotic swarms is an impor-
tant issue to be concerned. The materials with promising 
biocompatibility should be chosen [52] in order to reduce 
the cytotoxicity on normal cells. The swarms should also 
be biodegradable to weaken the negative effects on human 
health after accomplishing demanded tasks [53, 54].

The in vivo localization of microrobotic swarms through 
real-time imaging is critical for the implementation of pre-
cise feedback control. Although swarms have been navigated 
in vivo with vision feedback [23, 55], the current imaging 
modalities, such as fluorescence imaging, photoacoustic 
imaging, MRI, US, and X-ray fluoroscopy, still have limi-
tations. Specifically, the fluorescence imaging and photoa-
coustic imaging can only be used for swarm localization in 
shallow tissues [3]. When using MRI, image artifacts caused 
by magnetic materials have negative impacts on the accu-
rate position tracking of swarms [56]. The imaging quality 
of US is influenced by unrelated objects in living bodies, 
such as bone and air pockets [57]. The X-ray fluoroscopy is 
hazardous for living bodies under long-period observation 
[1]. Therefore, the spatiotemporal resolutions of imaging 
methods need to be enhanced. Combining multiple imag-
ing modalities and integrating machine learning techniques 
could provide better imaging consequences.

The microrobotic swarms have also been exploited for 
environmental remediation and pollution control [58]. Com-
pared to the conventional passive diffusion of solutes, the 
controllable swarms with locomotion capability bright more 
effective solutions to decontamination [59]. For instance, by 
triggering larger flow velocity and rotating fluid flow, mag-
netic biohybrid swarms can adsorb and remove heavy metal 
ions in contaminated water with enhanced efficiency [60]. 
Under rotating magnetic fields, organic pollutants were also 
degraded faster using helical swarms based on the increased 
interaction volume [61]. Although different swarms have 
been proposed for environmental protection, some impor-
tant issues should be concerned. The swarms could also 
be sources of pollution by releasing organic molecules and 
inorganic ions into the environments [62]. The batch fabri-
cation of agents can be hindered by complicated fabrication 
and post-processing procedures. Meanwhile, swarms should 
be equipped with recyclability to decrease the destructive 
impacts on the environment.

With the developments of multidisciplinary technolo-
gies, the magnetically driven microrobotic swarms have 
been promising platforms for biomedical applications. 
Efforts on material design, magnetic actuation methods, and 
control strategies are still required, in order to improve the 

controllability, reconfigurability, and function versatility of 
swarms. We envision that microrobotic swarms from labs 
are marching closer to practical applications.
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